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1. LIFE PATH, CAREER - Intuition
Taking care of our hair is also taking care of those antennas that support your intuition. The hair on our heads, on
our body as well as our bones are known as being very powerful. During this month of March, purchase a good hair
products, special body cream and look after your bones too.
2. LOVE, RELATIONSHIPS - Stick Figures
We seem on our guards of times we were hurt in past relationships. Attachment to some people or some emotions
need to be worked on! A few weeks ago I discovered through YouTube, the work of Jacques Martel (Canada) with his
very effective Little Stick Figures Technique that works amazingly fast! I have used this technique several times and I
have had results of truly detaching of attachments within 24 hours! Research more about it on Google
3. RESPECT, FAMILY, HEALTH, PAST - American Indian
This month we have something to learn from the American Indian culture in regards to Respect. When you are
ready, you will get a sign that will encourage you to learn more. Be prepared. This awareness needs to grow!
4. ABUNDANCE, WEALTH & MONEY - Speed
Income of money is speeding up in the next few weeks. I wonder where it will come for you..because it seems to be
arriving through your connections. Exciting!
5. YOU - Love yourself
Love yourself, that is all it matters this month. It is only when you put yourself in number 1, that you are caring for
you... that you can care for others.
6. HELP, HELPERS, TRAVELS - Realms
"It is only one breath away!" a friend told me one day. Be transparent and follow your truth and you will open to
other realms because you are getting purer. The photo that illustrates this month predictions is showing your
transparency and suggests you to wear lemon yellow and lime green colours for support with this matter.
7. IDEAS, CHILDREN & PROJECTS - Relationships
Love and/or true friendship is in the air for your children and with your projects. That will bring other insights on life.
8. SPIRITUALITY, STUDY, OPENNESS - Cigarettes
Cigarettes are challenging your health or the health of your loved ones? You decide to go on a mission: either you
participate to awareness workshops, learn techniques to give up smoking or understand when that cigarette is taken
and lit... and replace or help others replace those automatic movements with another manual activity - especially
wood work (renovating old furniture, creating sculptures etc.).
9. WELL-BEING, SELF CONFIDENCE, RECOGNITION - Go with the Flow
There is nothing else you can do than 'go with the flow' - something bigger than you has your destiny in their 'hands'.
March 2018 – Destiny
Book your personal reading http://www.fengshuisteps.com/psychic.html
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